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I brought my incentive group to the green o twice in 2022 and saying 
we’re excited to be back in 2023 would be an understatement. 
With exceptionally knowledgeable and talented staff, pre-
planning and operation was as enjoyable as any of the incredible 
dishes Chef Brandon Cunningham creates. Between the location, 
food & beverage and activities available, our guests never wanted 
to leave. the green o is the place to be if you’re  looking to create 
unique and unforgettable memories for your group.

- Kyana, Martiz

I’ve been with the IRF for three years, and this was my 10th 
board meeting. I’ve never heard the group rave so much about 
a destination. We were discussing in our meeting how much it 
aligns to our research findings – unique, special, feels like a whole 
other place, but in the US, wide open space, good for mental and 
physical health, and loads of ways to customize.

- Stephanie, Incentive Research Foundation
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The team at Paws Up went above and beyond to ensure that our 
Staff Retreat was a success. Our group of 40 spent a full week in 
the Luxury Ranch Homes enjoying the incredible beauty of the 
grounds and taking advantage of the many unique activities 
offered.

From the Cattle Drive excursion to the Mustang Show and private 
group dinners at The Saddle Club, it was a once in a lifetime 
experience. The food was an absolute treat, accommodations 
were luxurious and the hospitality was top notch.

- Jennifer, Waitt Foundation

I’ve been hosting executive retreats and VIP programs for 10 
years, and no other place has come anywhere close to delivering 
the atmosphere or level of service we experienced at Paws Up. I 
couldn’t possibly give enough applause to the work you all put 
in to make every single interaction and experience an absolute 
pleasure. From first inquiry all the way through planning and 
execution, you’ve set the bar for top notch service. I’ve never been 
so taken care of from both a guest and event planning perspective.

You, your team, and all Paws Up staff are truly best of breed. 
There must be something in the Montana water that makes you all 
exceptional human beings. 

- Christine, TransPerfect


